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ABSTRACT 
We have carried out conceptual design stud

ies of fusion reactors based on the three cur
rent mirror confinement concepts: the standard 
mirror, the tandem mirror, and the field-
reversed mirror. Recent studies of the standard 
mirror have emphasized its potential as a 
fusion-fission hybrid reactor, designed to pro
duce fissile fuel for fission reactors. We have 
designed a large commercial hybrid based on 
standard mirror confinement, and also a small 
pilot plant hybrid. Tandem mirror designs In
clude a commercial 1000 MWe fusion power plant 
an<t a nearer term tandem mirror hybrid. Field-
reversed mirror designs include a multlcell 
commercial reactor producing 75 MUe and a single 
cell pilot plant. 

FIGURE 1 DEPICTS THE EVOLUTION of mirror fusion 
ideas as seen by researchers at Lawrence 
Livesmore Laboratory. The early-conceived 
simple mirror proved to be an unstable plasma 
container and was replaced by the minimum |B| 
mirror configuration. From the center of a min
imum |B| magnetic configuration, as produced by 
a pair of solenoids and Ioffe bars, a Baseball 
coil (shown 1n Figure 1), or a Y1n-Vang coil, 
the magnetic field strength Increases In all 
directions and ensures HKD stability for the 
plasma. We have come to call the minimum |B| 
configuration a standard mirror. By standard 
mirror confinement we mean confinement of the 
fusion plasma in the minimum |Bj magnetic well 
of a single mirror cell. Until 1976, this mir
ror concept was essentially the only one under 
Investigation at LLL. Baseball II (now decom
missioned), 2X11B (active), and MFTF (under con
struction, completion date 1981} are standard 
mirror experiments. 

It is now clear that end losses from a 
standard mirror will severely limit the plasma Q 
(fusion power divided by trapped injected power) 
of such a device. The search for enhanced-Q 
mirror machines has led to work on two new con
cepts: the tandem mirror and the field-reversed 
mirror. 

By tandem mirror confinement we mean three 
cells on a common axis wherein confinement in 
the central cell 1s enhanced by means of elec
trostatic stoppering provided by the plasma 
potential of the small end plug plasmas. The 
plug plasmas are confined in standard mirror 
cells; thus plug physics is an inherent part of 

the 2XIIB and MFTF experiments. THX (under con
struction, completion date October 1978) 1$ to 
provide a proof-of-principal demonstratlm of 
the tandem mirror concept. 

By field-reversed mirror confinement we mean 
the confinement of plasma in a toroidal region 
of closed magnetic field lines generated by dla-
magnetic plasma currents in a nearly uniform 
background field. So far, efforts to produce 
field reversal In the 2XIIB facility by neutral 
beam Injection have not succeeded, although they 
have come very close. Further experiments on 
this machine are planned. In addition, field 
reversal experiments will be conducted on THX 
and MFTF. 

The principles of a mirror fusion reactor 
are shown 1n Figure 2. (Figure 2 suggests a 
tandem mirror reactor, but the principles are 
the same for other mirror confinement con
cepts.) The deuterium and tritium fuel 1ons 
(D +, T*) are magnetically confined 1n the 
center of the reactor. {In the tandem reactor, 
axial confinement is enhanced by electrostatic 
stoppering.) Deuterium and tvlMura ions which 
fuse produce energetic neutrons and energetic 
alpha particles ('He4*). The neutrons are 
unaffected by the magnetic field and enter the 
energy absorbing blanket. Neutron-lithium reac
tions In the blanket produce tritium makeup fuel 
for the reactor. The thermal energy deposited 
In the blanket 1s removed by the primary coolant 
(helium gas 1n Fig. 2). The coolant 1s passed 
through a steam generator, and the steam Is used 
to produce electricity 1n turbine-generator 
uni's. Also shown in F1g. 2 1s the end leakage 
of charged particles (unburned D + and T* as 
well as ̂He**"*") which occurs in all mirror 
reactors. The energy of this leakage can be 
recovered thermally or by direct energy con
verters which decelerate the particles In an 
electric field and collect their charge on col
lector electrodes. 

We have carried out conceptual design stud
ies of fusion reactors based on the three cur
rent mirror confinement concepts: the standard 
mirror, the tandem mirror, and the field-
reversed mirror. Recent studies of the stand
ard mirror have emphasized its potential as a 
fusion-fission hybrid reactor, designed to 
produce fissile fuel for fission reactors. We 
have designed a Targe commercial hybrid based on 
standard mirror confinement, and also a small 
pilot plant hybrid. Tandem mirror designs 
Include a commercial 1000 MWe fusion power plant 
and a nearer t€:r.a tandem mirror hybrid. Fleld-
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F i g . 1 - Cvo lu t inn of m i r r o r f u s i o n ideas 

reversed m i r r o r designs i nc lude a m u U f c e ) ! 
commercial re . i c to r p roduc ing 75 HWe and a s i n g l e 
c e l l p i l o t p l a n t . 

STATUS OF MIRROR CONFINEMENT EXPERIMENTS 

?Xt t l i -Thc most Important and success fu l m i r 
r o r machine is the 2XHB exper iment which har; 
gone through a number o f e v o l u t i o n a r y changes as 
the name i m p l i e s . The device is shown In F igure 
3. The d e n s i t y n , Ion temperature T ] , and 
conf inement t ime > . are g iven i n Table 1 . The 
d e n s i t y Is adequate f o r a re . i c to r and the ion 
temperature f o r a r eac to r neerl on l y be Increased 
by o f a c t o r o f 10 which is p o s s i b l e by i n j e c t i o n 
at h igher e n e r g i e s . The conf inement t ime must 
Increase a thousand f o l d and Is t h e r e f o r e the 
main i ssue . The l i f e t i m e of Ions (conf inement 
l ime) has been shown to sca le as T ? / * as 
can be seen In F igu re 4 . Simply r a i s i n g T j by 
a f a c t o r of 10 Increases t by 30. Ra i s i ng the 
r a t i o o f the m i r r o r f i e l d to the c e n t r a l f i e l d , 
cons ide r i ng thu f a v o r a b l e mass e f f e c t s o f 
t r i t i u m , the ( w a l i n g due to a lphas , anil less 
c o o l i n g due to co ld plasma and co ld e l e c t r o n s 
from the ends may r e s u l t i n another f a c t o r o f !> 
to 10. An a d d i t i o n a l f a c t o r o f 3 t o f> in 
confinnrnertt l ime is needed fo r a f us ion 
r e a c t o r . As w i l l he seen l a t e r , p o s s i b l e 
cand idates f u r t h i s 3 t o 6 enhnncif iwnl f a c t o r 
are the tandem m i r r o r r eac to r and the f i e l d 
reversed m i r r o r r e a c t o r . 

F i g . 2 - P r i n c i p l e s o f a m i r r o r f u s i o n r o a r t , - r 
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Fig. 1 - ('article lifetime m vs Ion energy in 
?XIIB 

Many problems have been solved in 7X111} and 
still many remain to be solved. Some will be 
discussed here. Gross motion of the plasma away 

from its equilibrium state is completely sup
pressed even at remarkably high plasma pressures 
where the plasma pressure averaged over the 
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radial dimension is over 50% of. the magnetic 
field pressure (i.e. e = PLtttf/2\ia) 
= nkT,/(B <p n) = 0*7). Reactor designs are 
basedon such values. The micro- turbulence due 
to the nonthermal ion energy distribution 
inherent to mirror confinement i/h1ch have 
plagued mirror machines heretofore have been 
largely suppressed in 2XIIB by providing a 
relatively cold plasma which flows along the 
open field lines and occupies the space outside 
the mirror confinement region. The streaming 
plasma solved the microturbulence problem but 
created another problem. The cold plasma 
requires power to sustain itself, and the hot 
plasma is cooled by the cold plesma which is in 
contact with both the hot plasma and the end 
walls. This problem is called *>nd wall or elec
tron thermal heat conduction and is now the sub
ject of considerable attention and concern. 

Another solved problem is startup which has 
now been thoroughly demonstrated in 2XIIB, 
Impurities have been shown not to be a problem 
experimentally due to the strong positive plasma 
electric potential pushing outward any Impurity 
ion which tries to enter. Also, the mirror 
plasma in 2XIIB is quite tolerant of a rather 
high gas pressure ( 10-5 torr) surrounding 
the hot plasma. 

The 2XIIB or standard mirror cell is a 
building block for a new multicell machine idea 
called the t^dem nrrror, 

TANDEM MIRROR-The electric potential which 
naturally occurs in a mirror plasma can be used 
to electrostatically confine pUsraa in a sole-
noidal magnetic field by locating a mirror cell 
at both ends. This concept looks so promising 
that a number of experiments are under con
struction to test out the idea. The largest 
device is under construction at ILL, called the 

Tandem Mirror Experiment (TMX), and is shown in 
Figure 5. Other tandem mirror experiments are 
under construction in .Japan, USSR and at the 
University of Wisconsin. The important advance 
embodied in the tandem concept is the higher Q 
compared to the standard mirror. It appears 
that Q can be 5 to 10 whereas the standard mir
ror had a Q of 1 to 2. Besides the higher Q, 
there are a number of noteworthy features, e.g., 
the simple geometry that allows modularity. 

The experiments #111 address a number of 
problems such as gross stability which 1* not 
guaranteed due to the connection of a slightly 
unstable solenoid to the stable end magnetic 
wells with a transition magnetic field that Is 
unstable by itself. Another question is the 
verification of the theoretically predicted 
electrical potential profile. The impurity 
problem, which was no probl^n in a standard mir
ror, now becomes a worry and could lead to 
pulsed operation to purge impurities including 
the alpha particles resulting from OT fusion. 

FIELD REVERSED MIRROR-The 2XIIB contains so 
much plasma pressure that its diamagnetlsm comes 
very close to reducing the 7 kG field to zero. 
With a factor of two more confinement, the field 
would be reversed which means the field lines 
would close on themselves. The lossy open lined 
standard mirror then can, in principle, become 
much less lossy; the loss being of a cross-field 
nature. Such field reversed states have rou
tinely been attained with energetic electrons at 
Cornell University. A related field reversal 
generated by an electron beam has been obtained 
at NRL and UC Riverside. The theta pinch at 
LASL operated in the reversed field mode has 
achieved a field reversed state which is 
composed of warm (100 ev) ions and lasts for a 
long time (50 usee) for such configurations. A 

Fig. 5 - TMX magnet and neutral beam Injection systems 



similar result has been achieved in the USSR. 
The desired configuration is shown in Figure 1. 

The field reversed mirror reactor concept is 
based on field reversal sustained in steady 
state by energetic neutral beam injection. The 
virtues of such a configuration are high Q ( 5) 
and small size. The problems are: how to 
create such a state and will it be stable and 
have a low enough loss rate. 

MIRROR FUSION TEST FACILITY (MFTF)-The 
remarkable success of the 2XIIB experiment has 
led to a scaled up experiment called MFTF. it 
is about two times larger than 2X in linear 
dimensions and has three times higher field. It 
uses superconducting magnets. The injection 
energy is scaled up to 80 keV from 20 keV. The 
injection power will be raised from 12 t*U to 40 
KW and the beam time is 500 msec up from 10 
msec. Besides scaling ni with energy as shown 
in Figure 4, the radius of the plasma measured 
in ion gyroradii (as well as cm) will be scaled 
up to 10 from 2 [30 cm from 7 cm). The great 
importance of the radius scaling is the test of 
theoretical prediction that the important micro-
instability called the drift-cyclotron-loss-
cone-fiiode will become less vigorous as the radi
al density gradient is decreased. The MFTF is 
more thoroughly described in the companion paper 
by K. I. Thomassen. 

STANDARD MIRROR REACTORS 
Previous studies have shown thdt the stand

ard mirror, as a fusion power reactor, would 
produce very expensive electricity. This is 
primarily because of the inherently low plasma Q 
of the optimized reactor design, (Q can be 
raised, for e^mple, by depressing the central 
magnetic field strength and thus, increasing the 
mirror ratio, but this decreases the fusion 
power density and shifts the design off-optimum, 
i.e., increases the cost of electricity still 
further.) Other studies have shown, however, 
that the standard mirror in large sizes would be 
a viable fustori-fission hybrid reactor. The 
purpose of the hybrid is to breed makeup fuel 
for fission reactors. 

COMMERCIAL STANDARD MIRROR HYBRIu-Figure 6 
shows a standard mirror hybrid using a Yin-Yang 
coil set with a mirror-to-mirror length of 13 m 
and a maximum magnetic field strength of 8.5 7 
(permitting the use of niobium-titanium super
conductors). This optimized commercial reactor 
has a Q of 0.64 and produces 600 MWe net elec
tric power and 2000 tcg/yr of plutom'um, suffi
cient to provide make-up fuel for 6000 MWe of 
fission reactor (LHR) power. The estimated cost 
of electricity from this hybrid 3ftd U s 
associated fission reactors 1s 30 mills/kWhr. 

The Injector design developed for the hybrid 
reactor is based on the positive ion IBl injec
tor. The reactor requires deuterium injectors 
with acceleration to 125 keV and tritium to 187 
keV. The total injected power 1s 625 MW. 

The blanket of the hybrid reactor contains 
U3$1, a fuel being developed in the Canadian 
nuclear power program for the CANOU reactor. 
Our reasons for this choice are (1) high uranium 
density (U^Si is a metallic alloy), (2) ease 

of fabricability, and (3; a comparatively high 
burnup capability (for a metallic fuel), on the 
order of 2-3%. Economic optimization of the 
fuel cycle for this reactor dictates a total 
fuel exposure of about 5 ŷf-.yr/n\2 of 15 MeV 
neutron energy thrrugh tho first wall. In Table 
2, the initial (beginning of life) and final 
(end of life) neutronic parameters cf the U3SI 
blanket &re listed. 

Table 2 - Time-Dependent t^Si Blanket 
Neutronic Parameters 

Exposure 
(MW-yr/m2) 0 5 
Blanket energy 
muUipUcaUon 8.8 18.4 
Pu/n 1.85 1.75 
% Pu 0 2.3 
% Burnup 0 0.75 
T/n 1.05 1.42 

The mechanical design approach we have 
selected is to mount the magnet, blanket arid 
primary heat transfer loop all within a pre-
stressed concrete reactor vessel (PCRV), of the 
type developed for gas-cooled fission reactors. 
In the center of the PCRV are the magnet and 
blanket; the steam generators and He circulators 



are located around the periphery. The blanket 
is a spherical shell inside the magnet. In this 
way, the blanket and its cooling system are 
locked together so that no relative motion be
tween them can occur, thus precluding the possi
bility o^ rupturing any of the coolant ducts. 
The PCRV also serves a second function, i.e., it 
provides the main restraining forces for the 
magnet. 

The blanket design concept is one which 
avoids any major disassembly of the reactor 
during the blanket change operation but instead 
relies on remote operations to assemble and dis
assemble the blanket inside the PCRV. The blan
ket is made up of small cylindrical modules, 
approximately 50 cm in diameter, with the blan
ket structure being suspended directly from the 
inside wall of the PCRV ar. shown in Figure 7. 
Removal and replacement of blanket modules is 
accomplished with a refueling machine, which 
consists of a post which is inserted down 
through the center of the machine and has a 
pivoting arm to operate on the modules. The 
maintenance operation consists of a series of 
manipulations of each of the several hundred 
modules. 

Helium II I IBI 

Btanl.ii 
Moduli* 
I ' 6001 

Fig. 7 - Blanket/shield for standard mirror hybrid 

The local blanket multiplication and there
fore local blanket power density increases by a 
factor two over the life of the fuel (<ee Tablt 
2). By devising an appropriate fuel management 
scheme for the blanket, we are able to limit the 
peak-to-average variation in the total blanket 
thermal power to about 10% (3,600 MW average; 
4,000 MW peak) and the primary heat transfer and 
power conversion loop capacity are designed to 
accommodate this power variation. The blanket 
modules are grouped into four quadrants and at 

time intervals of one quarter of the blanket 
life, the reactor is shut down and one quadrant 
of the blanket is refurbished with new fuel as
semblies. In this way we are able to establish 
an equilibrium fuel cycle where the four quad
rants are each at a different exposure. 

STANDARD MIRROR HYBRID PILOT PLANT-Reducing 
the physical size of \,>° standard mirror hybrid 
degrades its performance because of reduced Q 
and decreased blanket coverage. We have there
fore debigned a small standard mirror hybrid 
pilot plant as a net product producer (power 
generation by a fission reactor using the bred 
fissile fuel > electrical input into hybrid) 
rather than a net electric power producer. The 
minimum [B| magnetic well is provided by the 
combination of a pair of solenoidal magnets and 
four loffe bars (see Figure 8). Because of 
reduced constriction at the mirror throat, we 
were able to design a smaller reactor with this 
magnet than with the spherical Yin-Yang magnet. 
The mirror-to-mirror length is 5 m, the inside 
radius of the solenoidal magnets is 1.4 m, and 
the radius to the outside of the loffe bars is 
2.5 m. The central magnetic field strength is 2 
T, the mirror field is 4 T, and the maximum 
field at the conductor is 8 T, thus allowing the 
use of niobium-titanium superconductor (as in 
MFTF and the commercial hybrid). 

The neutral beam injection energies are 50 
keV (D) and 75 keV (T). The predicted plasma 
parameters are a plasma radius of 34 cm, a Q of 
0.18, and a fusion power of 5.7 MJ. The peak 
first wall neutron loading is 0.24 MW/m 2, 

The predicted performance of the standard 
mirror hybrid pilot plant with a U3Si blanket 
is given in Table 3. Note that the reactor 
meets its net product criterion with no recovery 
of the plasma end leakage. 

-« 5.0 M »-

Fig. 3 

B 0 =2T 

BUDX = 8 T 

Magnet for small standard mirror hybrid 
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Table 3 - Power balance for the 
standard mirror hybrid pilot plant 

Fusion power, MW^ 3.7 
Injector Input, MWe 34.7 
Blanket power, MW t 24.9 
Hybrid Electric Power, MWe 8.72 
Pu Production, kg/yr 18.0 

Equivalent Electric, MWe 57.9 
Gross Electric Power*, MWe 66.6 
Net Electric Power*, MWe 31.9 

•Hybrid and fission reactors 

FIELD-REVERSED MIRROR REACTORS 
We have developed a plasma model for the FRM 

based cm very Mori ted. experimental and theoret
ical knowledge. Basic to our model is the as
sumption that a stable field-reversed plasma can 
be sustained by injection of a neutral beam cur
rent sufficient to balance the particle loss 
rate. We assume a long, fat toroidal plasma. 
Two additional assumptions a**e that the particle 
confinement time 1s proportional to the ion-ion 
scattering time and that the size of the field-
reversed plasma, measured in terms of minor 
radius divided by ion gyroradius (S a/of) is 
limited by stability to about 5. A result of 
this latter assumption is that field-reversed 
plasma layers are predicted to be quite small, 
usually producing tens of MW of fusion power. 

For a commercial FRM power reactor, we have 
proposed a muHicell arrangement wherein a se
ries of field-reversed plasma layers are 
arranged along the axis of a long 
superconducting solenoid which provides the 
background magnetic field. Using the plasma 
model coupled to an analytic model of a 
field-reversed mirror reactor cell (blanket, 
shield, and magnet coils), a power balance 

analysis, and a cost estimate we have optimized 
the parameters of a multicell FRM power 
reactor. This conceptual design study resulted 
in an 11 cell reactor producing 75 MWe net 
electric power. The reactor is shown in Figure 
9 and a parameter list is given 1n Table 4. 

One of the complications of a multicell FRM 
1s that the attractive force between two adja
cent plasma torolds (due to their field reversal 
currents) must be resisted by an axi'l magnetic 
well in each cell. We propose to produce these 
axial wells by placing a circular mirror coil 
between every two cells at the first wall radius 
(see Figure 10). The mirror coils are resistive 
coils made of copper. 

It is anticipated that stability of the FRM 
plasma may require a radial magnetic well 1n 
each cell. We propose to produce these radial 

Table 4 - Field Reversed Mirror 
Reactor Parameters 

Performance 
Net Power 74 MWe 
Fusion Power 220 MM 
Plasma Q 5-5 
Average neutron wall loading 1.7 MW nr z 

Recirculating power fraction 0.46 
Plant efficiency 0.29 

Physics parameters 
Injected current 18 A/cell 9 200 keV 
e 1.5 
Plasma minor radius .07 m 
Plasma major radius .14 ID 
Plasma length 

6.5 x I D " cm"' Peak plasma density 6.5 x I D " cm"' 
Technology parameters 

Bo 4.1 T 
Injection energy 200 keV 
First wall radius 0.73 m 
Cell length 2.0 m 
Number of cells 11 

CONTAINMENT BLDG. 

SERVICE ACCESS 121 olllELD DOOR ^ 1 .. ! 

Fig. 9 - Multicell field-reversed mirror reactor 
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welln with a set of 4 loffe bars passing axiaily 
through the reactor (see Figure 10). These 
coils are also made of copper and placed at the 
first wall. 

5.3 HH input power, and t;ie power requirement of 
the loffe bars is 3.3 HH. Thus the net electric 
power for this pilot plant is 2.5 MWe. 

CELL PARAMETERS 
FOR FRM 

3.4 R SOLENOID COIL h 
SHIELD 

s / ? / 

\ \ \ W\% 
M ' 

BLANKET NEUTRAL 
BEAM _ r \ 

IOFFE 8AR 

— 2 . 0 4 M. CELL LENGTH — 

Fig. 10 - One cell of multicell FRH 

We have designed a single cell version of 
the above reactor as a fuiion pilot plant. For 
the single cell FRH the magnet design consists 
of a pair of large superconducting solenoids and 
a set of capper loffe bars placed at a radius of 
60 cm (see Figure 11). The blanket and shield 
are between the loffe bars and the solenoids. 
The vacuum magnetic field strength at the center 
of the cell is 4.1 T. The maximum magnetic 
field strength at the conductor Is 7.5 T, within 
the capability of niobium-titanium supercon
ductor. The resistive loss in the loffe bars is 
3.3 MU. In addition, neutron attenuation by the 
loffe bars causes an additional heat deposition 
in the copper equal to 1.9 MU. 

The fusion power of the single cell FRH 
reactor is 20 HH. Taking the blanket energy 
multiplication to be 1.2 and the thermal conver
sion efficiency to be 0.35 and including the 
effect of neutron attenuation in the loffe bars, 
we calculate the gross electric power from the 
blanket to be 5.9 HH. Another 5.2 MH comes from 
the end leakage direct converters (including 
thermal conversion of their rejected heat). The 
neutral beam injectors (efficiency 0.7) require 

Fig. 11 - Magnet for single cell FRH 

TANDEH MIRROR FUSION REACTORS 
The TMR design is shown in Figure 12. Typi

cal parameters for this design are given in 
Table 5. The reactor concept came out of an 
intensive search for a Q-enhanced mirror reactor 
and resulted in the best performing mirror reac
tor to date. The striking features are the high 
Q (= 5) and the simplicity of the basic cylin
drical geometry. The simple geometry allows 
modular construction of the first-wall, blanket 
and magnet. The end plug plasmas are maintained 
by the continuous injection of 200 MH of 1.2 MeV 
0° Into each plug. The superconducting magnet 
to hold the high density high energy plasma must 
produce a magnetic well having a central field 
strength of 17 T. The plasma which leaks out of 
both the plug and solenoidal regions 1s magneti
cally guided into the end expander tanks where 
direct conversion by a set of grids resembling a 
triode vacuum tube is accomplished. The prob
lems which we have Identified are: 1) the fea
sibility of an injector which will run continu
ously, and reliably and efficiently at 1.2 MeV; 
2) means for keeping the steady state concentra
tion of *He + + low. An improved magnet and 
shield for the end plugs is required. Means for 
getting higher Q's and for coping with recircu
lation power more efficiently and cheaply are 
needed. 



Fig. 12 - Tandem mirror reactor 
Table 5 - Tandem Mirror 

Reactor Parameters 

Performance 
Net power 
Fusion power 
Plasma Q 
Neutron wall loading 
Recirculating power fraction 
Plant efficiency 

Physics Parameters 
Trapped current into each 
plug 220 A 
Plug e 
Plug plasma radius 
Plug particle ITIT 2.5 x l O " 
Central cell fueling current 

(cold) 
Central cell B 
Central cell plasma radius 
Central cell plasma 

density 8.6 x 
Central cell particle m 7.7 x 

Technology parameters 
Plug B 0 

Plug I W o r 

Central cell B 0 

Plug injection energy 
First wall radius 
Central cell length 

1000 MWe 
2500 MU 

4.8 
2 MW m-2 
0.43 
0.34 

1? 1.2 MeV 
1.0 
0.48 m 

s cnr-3 

1100 A 
0.7 
1.2 m 

1014 c m - 3 
loWs cm-3 

16.5 T 
17.6 T 
2.4 T 
1.2 MeV 
1.6 m 

100 m 

Crucial information of a physics nature 
which may strongly affect the reactor design has 
to be obtained. The power required to maintain 
a stable plasma in the plug region is a critical 
factor. Estimates for this power range from 
negligible values to power levels comparable to 
the fusion power itself. Another crucial issue 
is the suppression of electron thermal heat con
duction to the end walls. The grids of the 
direct energy converter are predicted to do this 
suppression. Gross stability of the solenoidal 
plasma by the plug plasmas must be verified. 

TANDEM MIRROR HYBRID REACTOR (TMHR) 
The use of the tandem mirror concept for the 

production of fissile material (233u o r 

" 9 P u ) , called the fusion-fission hybrid 
reactor or the fusion fuel factory, results in 
design parameters that are much less demanding. 
A preliminary drawing of the TMHR is shown in 
Figure 13, The two component operating mode is 
employed. Tritium at low energy is electro
statically confined in the solenoid and 
deuterium at 100-200 keV is injected into the 
tritium plasma. Some of the deuterium ions fuse 
during slowing down. Because the tritium is 
relatively cold, a greater leak rate than for 
the TMR occurs providing a greater streaming 
plasma in the end-plugs which will enhance 
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Fig. 13 - Tandem mirror hybrid reactor 
stability. The lower electron temperatures 
results 1n lower potential plugging barr'irs 
which greatly alleviates the tendency of the end 
plugs to confine 'He 4 4 which can prevent a 
steady state burn as mentioned as a major worry 
above in the TMR discussion. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In order to be of practical use, fusion must 
pass beyond the present research phase to 
scientific feasibility, through engineering 
feasibility and on to economic feasibility. 
Future prediction is risky 1n fusion feasibility 
as in so many areas of human endeavor; to pre
dict a date for success would be foolhardy. On 
the other hand, the virtues of fusion power 
potentially are great. 

Low radioactivity and inexhaustible fuel 
supply are potential virtues of fusion. Fusion 
neutrons can oe used to generate heat, and breed 
tritium and fissile fuel. This fissile fuel can 
be used to generate orders of magnitude more 
energy than from fusion alone by being burned in 
a fission reactor, and this application of 
fusion appears relatively near at hand. 

The tandem mirror concept is apparently 
capable of values of 5 to 10 which is about 5 
times higher than the standard mirror configur
ation and is in a class called Q enhanced mir
rors. Another q enhanced mirror concept is the 
field reversed mirror which has q values of 5 or 
somewhat more depending on how optimistic one 1s 

about the particle loss rate. We f'ml that the 
tandem and the field-reversed mlTcr hold the 
promise of making particularly simple reactors, 
and in the hybrid application these simplifi
cations imply a much nearer term application. 

The mirror fusion concepts described 1n this 
paper are evolving and need further inventions; 
perhaps the key new element will be supplied by 
the reader. 
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